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Verbal Patients Who Say Little: A Syndrome
of Nondominant-Hemisphere Deficits
by Frederic E. Oder, M.D.

Educational Objectives:
• To provide practical
guidelines for identifying
patients with nondominant
hemisphere deficits.
• To alert psychiatrists of
possible therapeutic
misdirections.
A syndrome of nondominant-hemisphere
deficits primarily affects some women, often
causing serious problems in interpersonal re
lationships and in work.
As a result. these women are frequently
referred for psyehiatric evaluation and treat
ment. If (he nature of the problem is unrecog
nized (which is often the ca",). the "therapy"
thflt fn!lmys i~ wmaUy unslicce"sfui.
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nondominant-hemisphere

dysfunction has received increas.ing attention
over the past decade. 11Je right hemisphere.
richer in association areas and myelinated
fiber tracts Illan its counterpart. is thought to
have more connections to different parts of
the brain Illan the left hemisphere.
Several adjectives have been used to con
trast the differential functioning of the cere
bral hemispheres. The left hemisphere is de
picted as linear and sequential in its working
mode. while the right hemisphere is assigned
a more synthetic and integrative mooe.
Research has tended to support the popu~
lar notion lhatthe left brain is more "analytic
while the right brain is more global. more
synthetic. Semrud-Clikeman and Hynd have
s.uggested that a neuroanatomic substrate ex
ists, pointing QUt Illat the left brain has pre~
dominantly short fibers between modalities.
which would be most adaptable (0 analyzing
and categorizing data. while the long. myeli
nated interregiona( finers of the right hemi
sphere are better suited to bringing many
inputs together in a process of integration.
Neurologists and neuropsychiatrfsts alike
have de<cribed right-hemisphere syndrome<,
the best known being Ihc syndrome of denial
and neglect that is so frequently seen in stroke
patients. Aprosody, an inability to invoke or
comprchend the affective component of lan
guage, is thought to arise from right-hemi~
sphere lesions. The nondomimmt hemi
sphere. according to Bear, mtl)' have a central
role in the production and expression of emo
tion. mirroring the left hemisphere in the
production of langnage.
The richest literature describing clinical
nondominnnt-hemi$phere syndromes is gen
erated hy neuropsychologists in their ,vork
with learning·disabled children. Learningdis
abililics "ffect mainly boys who have trouble
with reading and language. A n"mber of
researchers havedescrihed patients with "non
verballeaming diffiCl.lties"-verbal children,
mostly girls, whose learning, in the broadest
sense, is impaired, These verbal chi1dren use
kmg(wge in an odd way and are often unable
tocomrrehcnd nonverbal cues:, They do poorty
in novel situatIons and have great difficulty
comprehending the ambiguilY that accompa
nies interpersonal relationships.
Children", ith llOO\erballeaming disal>ili

ties mature into aduJt.:; who tend to faH in work
and personal relationships because of their
nondominant-hemisphere pathology. As
Strang pointed out, such patients are fre
quently referred for psychotherapy, and when
their deficits are not recognized. this work.
too, is doomed to end in faiJure~
Unlike attelltion deficit disorder (ADD)
and Ihe dyslexia<, the syndrome of
nontiominant-hemisphere deficits is more
common in females. The typical picture is of
a young woman from a middle-_ or uppe-r
middle-class Im<:l<ground who may be verbal,
animated and initially engaging. A history of
average. aoove 3 y erage or even superior aca
demic perfonnance may be elicited.
In taking a developmental history. it is
instructive to talk to the parents of these
patients when possible. One discovers that
nondominant~hemisphere pnlient!;, as chH
dren. often ~howed little interest in toys. They
may have been early language 1eamers and
earJy readers. Because of superior language
abilities. teachers may not have perceived any
problem. Indeed, their somewhat precocious
verbal abilities tend to encourage these chil
dren to seek the company of adults instead of
their peers. Finally. the parent may note that
the child was $Omewhatdumsy and did poorly
in sports or avoided sports altogether and had
difficulties in mathematics~ which contrasted
sharply with the child's reading ability.
As adults. patients with nondominant
hemi<phere deficits are hyperverbal and may
sound more informed or insightful than they
really are. They tend tO$lringciiches together
and to use stereotyped facial expressions and
gestures. Their prosody may be nat or exag
gerated. making them appear like poor ac
tresses or actors.
Cognitively, these patients tend to be lit
eral and sequential in their thinking. proceed
ing from one detail to the next or from one
moment to the next as they recount something
they have experienced. Their thinking pro
ceeds only in one directiod-forward-·and
has been likened to the process of stringing
beads. Patients withnondominant-hemisphere
deficits do not undef5land generalizations and
consequently have trouble in "getting to the
point"' Inferences are difficult. so they are
often baffled unle" presented with abundant
verbal information.
No\"el situations caHing for ne\V solutions
aree<;pcciallydistressing to patients with proh
lems in the nondominant hemisphere. These
patients lend to fall batkon rote, using learned
verbal solutions to problems that may be quite
inappropriate. Employers note that they can·
not "think on their feet."
Nondominant-hemisphere patients have
difliculty with the affective component of
communic<ltion as well. They may have a
problem (as do aJexithymks) in monitoring,
identifying and expressing their feelings.
Conversely, they may not comprehend the
nuances of other people's affective tone in
personal relationships.
All of these troubles are compounded by
the patient's inability to recognize that a prob~
Icm even exists. Many of the~ patients ex
hibit {he uenial that characterizes
nondonlinant-hemisphere lesion:;, rendering
them ohlivious to their difficulty. Because of

their penchant for denial. these patient:- are
not aecurate jn their self-report. White they
often will pre,ent a long history of what
sounds like failures in work and relationships.
they generally have no understanding of the
dynamics of what has happened or even that
they have failed.
Personal relatjonshjp~ are jrnpoveri:-hed
in this group ofpatients. Denial, coupled with
difficulty "reading" other people, may place
them at especially high risk for abusive rela
tionships. Often there is an intense, clinging
attaehmenlto one person. In the case ofa girl
or young woman, this person may be the
mother who herself may have similar deficlts.
The Canadian neuropsychologist Rourke de~
scribes a waiting room scene involving such
a dyad that is diagnostic. The molller and
daughter "carry on a verbal interaction almost
indefinitely. the conlent of which is reminis·
cenl of two adjacent ('Tl{){orized sidewalks in
an airport moving in opposite direclions::. That
is. what one says nean; little or no relationship
to whattbe other is saying-almosl as though
they were oblivious to virtually every aspect
of the relationship except for the comfort that
each rather otwiously feels in rattling on with
verbiage that can twist and tum ill any direc~
tion so long as the air remains fitled with
words. It is not uncommon to observe both
parties talking about different things at the
very same time. and seeming completely
oblivious 10 the communicative intent or eon
tent of each other's discourse:'
Failures at work are common wilh the<;e
patients, ?\.1otor elumsine:1s often puts: more
menial jobs (wailTeSsing. for example) out of
their reach. Many people tend 10 experience
these patients as exasperating. as having dif
ficulty "seeing the forest for the trees," which
makes working with other people difficult,
except on a superficialleve\. In higher-level
occupations. employers are inevitably disap
pointed by a lack of crcath-ity and initiative

that belie the patienfs initial good presenta
tion <lnd impre~sinn.

Case History
11Je palient. 34. \\ a< a married 'Chool~
teacher who had been encouraged to ",ek
psychotherapy becau," of "rigidity" in the
classroom, according (0 the schoors princi
paL She was in good general health with no
prior psychiatric t,islory and no hl;.;tory {If
substance abuse, Family history was strongly
positive for affective illness: the patient's
mother and matemal gmndmother had bcen
hospitalized for depression.
The therapist was soon puzzled, This wa~
a verbal woman, obviousl~' not psychotic. but
something was wrong"ith her thinking. \\ben
the therapist attempted to gingerly portray his
confusion about the nature of the patient's
problem. he was brushed aside \\. ith a cliche
as the patient kept talking,
Thethcrapy sessions 'were lIncannily alike.
They met early in the morning during onc
summer. The patient would sit down and
launch into a long Inonologue. The therapist.
to his mounting consternation. found that he
was unable to remember even a Remblance of
this woman's life 'lOry. Flooded with detailed
descriptions of disconnected people and
event'i. the (herapi~a felt increa<;ingty fru<;
tratt:~d and seized upon the neginning ofa ne\'
s.chool year a.... an excuse to tenninate.
Several yean; Jater this woman was ho'\pi ~
talized for an episode of severe depression.
The patient's \"erbiagc attmcted the attention
of severa! staff members. Ncuropsych()logical
testing revealed a cOllstelJation of right-hemi
sphere deficits induding notahle conrusion
on Wechsler constructional subtests and a
part~oriented, weakly organized Rey~
Osterricth Complex Figure Copy. A more
thorough developmental history revealed a
triad of findings common tn this popu)arion:
{~a.<:.e set>Verb<f'.
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clumsiness, good verbal and reading skills
and poor performance in math.

Therapist's Reaction
Therapists (not unlike employers) initially
may respond to this group of patients with
enthusiasm, especially to the more intelli
gent, higher functioning ones. These are, after
all, highly verbal people who are superficially
engaging and have spent years learning how
to please teachers and parents.
Pleasure at meeting a "verbal" patient with
whom one can do traditional psychotherapy
rapidly dissipates once a session or two of
history-taking ends. In a less structured ses
sion, in which one might want to talk about
what seems most important to the patient and
to begin to develop an idea of repetitive pat
terns of difficulty, the patient talks and talks,
flooding the listener with endless adjectival
detail, but with no sense at all of what the
problem really is or what the patient considers
important. The therapist soon becomes aware
that he or she has no ability to accurately and
effectively understand this patient's inner ex
perience. The therapist, in other words,
tries to empathize with the patient and only
becomes confused.
As time goes on and no movement occurs,
the therapist will invariably label the patient's
mode of thinking as a "resistance" that needs
to be clarified and "understood" so that im
portant material can emerge in the therapy.
This is a pivotal mistake. Depending on the
vigor with which the therapist launches this
confrontation, the reaction in the patient will
range from apparent bafflement to feeling
assaulted. In any case, the result is invariably
the same; The patient continues to talk.
The therapist is then placed in a situation
not unlike that which confronted Brer Rabbit
and the Tar Baby in Uncle Remus: His Songs
and Stories, only in this case it is not the Tar
Baby's silence that invokes increasing frus
tration. Aided by the process of denial, the
patient talks, perhaps even more earnestly, in
an attempt to hold the therapist with words,
and is mystified when the therapist inevitably
communicates displeasure.
Once stuck, the therapist often remains so.
Many endeavors in psychotherapy that are
not going well end mercifully quickly with a
tacit acknowledgment from both parties that
something is not clicking. With a patient with
nondominant-hemisphere deficits, however,
it is usually not that simple. The patient,
again, may have inordinate difficulty recog
nizing that the work is stalled and that the
therapist is confused. If the therapist is un
aware of the patient's cognitive problems,
then he or she assumes the untenable position
ofthe person who urged the leopard to change
his spots.

Interface with Other Disorders
Blocked from success in work and love,
these patients are vulnerable to other psychi
atric disorders. No studies presently exist to
~I the iocideoce of comorbidity. but it

the superficial trappings of whichever group
they are with. and fading into the background.
She compared them to passionless actresses,
unable to communicate with warmth: " ... the
individual's whole relationship to life has
something about it which is lacking in genu
ineness and yet outwardly runs along 'as if' it
were complete. Even the layman sooner or
later inquires, after meeting such an 'as if'
patient: 'What is wrong with him or herT
Outwardly the person seems normal. There is
nothing to suggest any kind of disorder. Be
havior is not unusual, intellectual abilities
appear unimpaired, emotional expressions are
well ordered and appropriate. However, de
spite all this, something intangible and inde
finable obtrudes between the person and his
fellows, giving rise to the question, 'What is
wrongT " The answer to that question may
well lie in nondominant-hemisphere deficits.
Although the "as if' personality never
reached DSM status, it has been influential in
analytic thinking about the borderline person
ality. Such writers as Meissner accord it a
place in describing the spectrum of this con
dition. The borderline personality character
istically is given to stormy, unregulated, even
exaggerated outbursts of affect. Might a part
of the problem lie in an inability, based on
right-hemisphere compromise, to properly
express and modulate feeling states? Simi
larly, these patients are prone to vastly exag
gerate the affective productions of others.
The characteristic idealization and devalua
tion of these patients may have, at its base, a
faulty mechanism for processing incoming
affect. One obvious consequence of such a
deficit is the brief intense relationships of
borderline patients. The relationships are
quickly entered into and equally quickly aban
doned at the first hint of rejection.
Patients with nondominant-hemisphere
deficits exist along a wide spectrum. As with
any syndrome in medicine, ranging from
something as "simple" as pneumonia to some
thing as "complex" as diabetes mellitus, varia
tion in clinical presentation is the rule. This
variation is all the more apparent in a syn
drome involving an organ that is nearly infi
nitely complex, the human brain.
Dr. Oderis apsychiatristin privatepractice in Gloucester,
Mass.
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Brief Thera
Improved (
by Les

Active therapist participation, sharing feel
ings. videotaping sessions and creating a com
passionately safe environment for patients to
rapidly drop defenses are the underpinnings
of Accelerated Empathic Therapy (AET), a
new brief therapy technique taught at the
S.T.D.P. (short-term dynamic psychotherapy)
Institute at St. Clares-Ri verside Medical Cen
terin Denville, N.J. and also the AET Institute
in New York City.
About 40 therapists~inc\uding psychia
trists, psychiatric social workers and psy
chologists--today practice AET techniques.
one ofseveral short -term approaches recently
discussed at the S.T.D.P. Institute-sponsored
4th annual Brief Therapy Conference in Ne'W
York. The two-day conference presented six
speakers, including David Malan, D.M .. 01
the Tavistock Clinic in London and George
Vaillant, M.D., professor of psychiatry at
Harvard University.
Developed about four years ago by
S.T.D.P. Institute founder and director
Michael C. Alpert, M.D., and his colleagues,
AET is one of a wave of brief treatments thai
drastically shorten the traditional two to Ie
years patients often spend in dynamic therapy.
Some 50 different types of short-term thera
pies exist, usually ranging in length from one
to 60 sessions. Such therapies are receivin!,
attention, according to Alpert, because oj
their proven therapeutic effectiveness ane
also because they comply with today's over·
all economic mandates for cost-effective
health care.

Managed Care
"There is every likelihood that short-tern
therapies will be increasingly utilized be
cause of the trend toward managed care am
the likelihood of health care reform," sail
Alpert. "And while one of the problems fac
ing most models ofpsychotherapy is the deartl
of outcome studies, Malan has studied em
cacy of short-term therapies and demonstrate,
in five- and JO-year follow-up studies th2!
disappearance of symptoms is real and lon~
standing."
Alpert·-who is now applying for researcl
grants and collecting AET cases for Malan'
review~said the AET model postulates th,
neurotic and characterologic pathology is tIl
product of patients' defensive attempts t
protect themselves from the grief of pa.
separation and loss. "The defenses that chi
dren erect to avoid fear, pain and loneline,
eventualJy lead to symptoms and charact
disorders," said Alpert. "In other words, t
defenses often carry a cost of their own; t
maladaptive defensive behavior produc
symptoms such as anxiety, depression, ph
bias, complusions and somatization."
Simply stated. the task of the AET ther
pist is to help the patient bear grief witho
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Interface with Other Disorders
Blocked from success in work and love,
these patients are vulnerable to other psychi
atric disorders. No studies presently exist to
describe the incidence of comorbidity, but it
is easy to imagine a marked overlap of
nondominant-hemisphere deficits with sub
stance abuse and affective illness.
It is in the area ofcharacter pathology that
nondominant-hemisphere deficits may make
the most significant and often unrecognized
contribution to psychopathology. In 1942, the
analyst Helena Deutsch wrote a paper de
scribing what would become a famous psy
chiatric typology, the "as if' patient. The
cases presented by Deutsch were young
women who drift from one very different
social setting to another, appearing to take on
the superficial trappings of whichever group
they are with, and fading into the background.
She compared them to passionless actresses,
unable to communicate with warmth: " ... the
individual's whole relationship to life has
something about it which is lacking in genu
ineness and yet outwardly runs along 'as if' it
were complete. Even the layman sooner or
later inquires, after meeting such an 'as if'
patient: 'What is wrong with him or her?'
Outwardly the person seems nonnal. There is
nothing to suggest any kind of disorder. Be
havior is not unusual, intellectual abilities
appear unimpaired, emotional expressions are
well ordered and appropriate. However, de
spite all this, something intangible and inde
finable obtrudes between the person and his
fellows, giving rise to the question, 'What is
wrong?' .. The answer to that question may
well lie in nondominant-hemisphere deficits.
Although the "as if' personality never
reached DSM status, it has been influential in
analytic thinking about the borderline person
ality. Such writers as Meissner accord it a
place in describing the spectrum of this con
dition. The borderline personality character
istically is given to stormy, unregulated, even
exaggerated outbursts of affect. Might a part
of the problem lie in an inability, based on
right-hemisphere compromise, to properly
express and modulate feeling states? Simi
larly, these patients are prone to vastly exag
gerate the affective productions of others.
11Ie characteristic idealization and devalua
tion of these patients may have, at its base, a
faulty mechanism for processing incoming
affect. One obvious consequence of such a
deficit is the brief intense relationships of
borderline patients. The relationships are
quickly entered into and equally quickly aban
doned at the first hint of rejection.
Patients with nondominant-hemisphere
deficits exist along a wide spectrum. As with

Dr. Oderisapsychiatristinprivatepractice in Gloucester,
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any syndrome in medicine, ranging from
something as "simple" as pneumonia to some·
thing as "complex" as diabetes mellitus, varia
tion in clinical presentation is the rule. This
variation is all the more apparent in a syn
drome involving an organ that is nearly infi
~ompleX¥the human brain.
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